It has recently been shown that the Field Antifield quantization of anomalous irreducible gauge theories with closed algebra can be represented in a BRST superspace where the quantum action at one loop order, including the Wess Zumino term, and the anomalies show up as components of the same superfield. We show here how the Chiral Schwinger model can be represented in this formulation.
Introduction
The Lagrangian BRST formalism of Batalin and Vilkovisky (BV) [1, 2, 3] is presently considered the most powerful procedure for the quantisation of gauge theories. The application of this formalism to anomalous gauge theories was first discussed by Troost, van Nieuwenhuizen and Van Proeyen [4] , that succeeded in using the Pauli Villars regularization in order to give a regularized meaning to the master equation at one loop order. The possibility of more general regularizations that enable the quantization of more complex gauge theories where the higher loop order terms play an important role is presently under study [5, 6] . For the case of irreducible gauge theories with closed algebra, it was shown that the BV procedure can be formulated in a superspace with one Grassmanian variable [7, 8] , where BRST transformations are realised as translations.
The Chiral Schwinger Model (CSM) has been an important device to understand the quantisation of anomalous gauge theories. It was shown that the Wess Zumino term that restores the gauge invariance at the quantum level, realizing the mechanism proposed by Faddeev and Shatashvilli [9] can be generated by just solving the (regularized) master equation at one loop order [10] for this model, reproducing the results that have been found before by Harada and Tsutsui [11] in a tricky way.
The superspace formulation has the nice property of been, by construction, explicitly BRST invariant. The master equation is translated into the existence of a superfield structure associated to the quantum action in such a way that realizing the Wess Zumino mechanism is just equivalent to building up such a superfield without anomaly. We will see that the Chiral Schwinger Model illustrates this superspace formulation in an interesting way. This article is organized as follows: in section 2 we briefly review the superspace formulation for the BV formalism at one loop order. In section 3 we present our results for the CSM and section 4 is devoted to some concluding remarks.
Superspace Formulation for the BV formalism
The fermionic nature and the nillpotency of the BRST transformations makes it possible to build up a superspace representation where they are realized as translations in a Grassman variable [12] . One adds to the original space-time variables one Grassmanian degree of freedom θ and associate to each original field φ(x) a superfield:
in such a way that:
When one tries to apply this superspace realization to the case of the field antifield (FA) quantisation one faces a problem. The quantum master equation [ 
involves the operator:
that represents the possibly non trivial behavior of the path integral measure.One then needs a superspace version for this operator and thus one should introduce functional derivatives with respect to superfields. However, superfields of the form (1) will in general be constrained, as the BRST transformations are in general not independent of the corresponding fields. For an unconstrained superfield:
where
we can define a functional derivative and relate it to the derivatives with respect to the component fields:
However, as discussed in [8] , functional differentiation and integration for constrained superfields is not in general well defined. This problem was circumvented in [8] by applying a procedure due to Alfaro and Damgaard [13] 1 , that we will call collective field approach to BV, where one gets the BV action by trivially enlarging the field content of the theory and then choosing an appropriate gauge fixing structure. Following this approach, as we will see, one is able to build up unconstrained superfields even when the original BRST transformations are not independent of the associated fields.
The collective field approach to BV consists (in a very summarized way) in starting with a gauge field theory characterized by a classical action S 0 [φ i ], introducing ghosts, antighosts and auxiliary fields associated to the original gauge invariances of S 0 in the usual way, getting an enlarged field set represented as φ A . These fields realize a BRST algebra:
Then we introduce a new set of fields called collective fieldsφ A and replace everywhere φ A by φ A −φ A . This way we double the field content of the theory and at the same time associate to each field a new trivial shift symmetry. In order to gauge fix these new symmetries we introduce new ghosts, antighosts and auxiliary fields, represented respectively as: π A , φ * A and B A . We have a large freedom in choosing the BRST transformations for this enlarged set of fields. Following [13] we can define the enlarged BRST algebra as
and the total action as 1 See also [14] for a review
where ψ[φ A ] is a fermionic functional representing the gauge fixing of the original symmetries (8) . The BV gauge fixed classical action is obtained if one functionally integrates the vacuum functional associated with S over π A ,φ A and B A . The interesting point is that in this collective field approach all the fields of the sets φ A and φ * A have BRST transformations that are independent quantities, unrelated to the associated field, as follows from (9) . Therefore, if we introduce superfields of the form (1), at least for this two sets, they will be unconstrained. The component decomposition (7) for the functional derivatives then makes it easy to see that the operator:
with
represents the operator ∆ in superspace. The naive action of this operator leads to an undefined singular result because of the two functional derivatives acting in the same space time point. It was shown in [8] that the Pauli Villars regularization developed in [4] that gives a meaning to the one loop order master equation can be applied in the superspace formulation. We will see how to do it in next section.
In the superspace formulation the quantum action, for non anomalous gauge theories, will have the component expansion
and the master equation will read:
corresponding, order by order inh, (we are considering quantum corrections only up to one loop order):
The Chiral Schwinger Model
The classical action for the Chiral Schwinger Model (CSM) is:
The BRST transformations of the fields are:
where c is the ghost field associated to the gauge invariance of S 0 . We enlarge, as explained in the previous section, the field content of the theory, introducing the collective fieldsÃ µ ,ψ,ψ,c and build up the associated superfields:
The total superfield action will be:
with the extended superspace version of the classical action:
the gauge fixing of the shift symmetry:
and the gauge fixing of the original symmetry of S 0 :
with the collective field version of the classical action:
We must now build up a superspace Pauli Villars (PV) action, that will regularize the action of the operator ∆ on the action. We only need PV partners for the fermionic fields as we can easily see from (17) that the gauge field and the ghost will not contribute to ∆S as their transformations are independent of the field itself. Following the prescriptions of [8] we associate with ψ and ψ the PV fields χ and χ and the corresponding collective tilde fields and introduce the action:
that represents a copy of the fermionic part of action (20) but with a mass term that, after calculating the regularized δS, allows the removal of the PV fields by taking the limit M → ∞.
We define the BRST transformations of the PV fields to be similar to the ones from the corresponding fields given by (17). Thus the PV superfields will have the structure:
As usual, the PV fields are defined formally in such a way that their one loop contributions have a minus sign relative to the original fields [4] . The action of the operator ∆ on the regularized total action, if we include the PV fields also in the operator (11), is then:
The regularized form of ∆S when we use the PV regularization shows up as a violation of the zero order master equation associated to the presence of the mass term. In the present superspace formulation, this absence of BRST invariance of the total (regularized) classical action S T = S + S P V is translated into the presence of a θ component in the corresponding superfield:
The general form of δS T is
Integration over the fields
A andχ A removes the extended collective field structure, recovering the usual result as in [4] , that corresponds in (27) just to the absence of the collective tilde fields. The next step would be to integrate over the PV fields. We will not repeat this procedure here as it is exactly the same as in the component case, that is widely discussed in the literature [3, 4, 14] . The result is:
(28) Now going back to the one loop order master equation (15) we have to look for a superfield M 1 whose θ component is equal to i(∆S) reg. . It is well known that for this model, that possess a genuine anomaly, a local solution for the master equation can not be found in the original space of fields and antifields. However the Wess Zumino mechanism of restoring gauge invariance can be realized in the field antifield formalism [15, 16] by introducing a field (and the corresponding antifield) that transforms as the gauge group elements. In the present superspace formulation we can introduce the superfields
that realize in superspace the collective field version of the Wess Zumino field transformations. We include a gauge fixing term for the WZ field in the action defining:
From the transformation of Ω one easily realizes that ∆S = ∆S ′ . Now we can write a superfield that satisfies ∂M 1 /∂θ = i (∆S) reg. .
in components this superfield reads:
with:
If we remove the collective fields, this corresponds just to the Wess Zumino term found in [10] in the non superspace approach. Therefore, the superfield W = S ′ + M 1 satisfies the superspace version of the master equation (14) , representing the superfield action, that includes, besides the quantum action, also the anomalous contribution from the path integral measure ∆S.
Conclusion
We have shown to represent the quantum action of the Chiral Schwinger model in a BRST superspace. An interesting point of this formulation is that both the action and the ∆S term (that comes from the non trivial behaviour of the path integral measure) show up in the same superfield. The master equation corresponds thus just to a restriction on the structure of this object. We have also shown that the Wess Zumino mechanism can also be realised in this formulation, by adding a superfield that represents the gauge group elements.
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